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String Theory Collections Data and Installation Sheet
m

Materials

Brass, Rope Light

Suspension

24v DC LED Driver, 2 x Ceiling Pucks, 120mm Dia. Low Profile Ceiling Canopy, Suspension Cables and Electrical Flex

Dimensions	900 x 550 x 25 mm
Lamp Type

24v DC LED Flexistrip with Tridonic 24v DC Dimmable (DALI, DSI, SwitchDim) Driver. (Supplied with fitting.)

Weights

2 Kg

Installation (Please also refer to images on following pages.)
1

Be extremely careful when handling the pendant and accessories as materials are delicate and can scuff easily. Use two hands and wear
clean rubber or cotton gloves, as both the brass and rope can stain and mark very easily.

2

Wire 5 or 3 core electrical flex from mains into 240 V AC end of LED Driver (Supplied with fitting, refer to diagram.) Once wired, remote
mount into ceiling cavity above proposed ceiling canopy position. Driver MUST NOT be mounted or positioned on pendant itself.

3

Install ceiling pucks with appropriate fixings, into the pre-determined positions which correspond with the positions on the pendant.
(Please refer to following page.) Please ensure you fix into a solid support above the ceiling to ensure the weight of the pendant is taken
by a solid support at each puck point. Feed suspension cables through cable adjusters so that the crimped end is located above the cable

4

adjusters. Once fixed into position, apply plumbers tape to thread of cable adjusters to increase purchase and thread into the ceiling

Electrical flex

pucks firmly.

& wire

Slide canopy front plate down flex ensuring that the magnets are still connected to the backplate. Once pucks and cables are prepared,
Brass Rod

with two people, carefully lift pendant into position onto suspension cables and feed through each cable adjuster located in the three
positions along the pendant. Feed pendant flex through canopy backplate and wire into 24 V DC end of remote mounted driver, taking
note of the core which is marked as (+) Once wired, secure back plate onto ceiling with appropriate fixings. Ensure flex cord grip cap is
tightened firmly onto pendant flex. Once secured, slide cover plate back up flex and secure to backplate woth magnets provided.
5

If you need to lower or raise the pendant, unscrew top thread two to three turns on the cable adjuster,  push in adjuster barrel on cable
Rope

adjuster to allow cable to slide through. The suspension cables need to be under tension and remove weight from the electrical flex, which
must be slack. Please make sure adjuster cap is tightened after adjustment and trim off excess suspension cable once adjusted.

Please turn to next page for reference diagrams and maintenance instructions.
Please contact Satelight if you have any questions
regarding the steps included in this data sheet.

Cleaning • Do not use abrasive cleaning materials on
fixture. Do not wipe fitting surfaces with
wet cloth. Dust only.
• Please be aware that the shade materials  
are delicate and can scuff or mark easily.

